Enhancing the Performance of Crime Prediction Technique Using Data Mining
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Abstract

Time is a important factor for criminal sentencing. Most of the times, criminal released on the bail which may harmful to the society, even after they have furnished the judgment. This sort of threats cut down through the prediction analysis. The analysis can be done on the concerned person to analyse that she/ he is about to do the crime. So that, its benefit not only for law enforcement but also for country safety. Data Mining, a method which handles a massive datasets. Data mining also used to guess desired patterns. Police Officers are the best persons for crime prediction and also predict the criminal’s upcoming activities. We are here implementing the use of Frequent Mining Pattern in addition to Association Rule Mining. The main aim of this paper is analysing several crimes by various criminals and to predict chance of crimes by same criminal. It will be helpful for Country Law Enforcement and safeguarding from criminals who were released on Bail. Aim can be achieved with the help of Apriori Algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Now a days everything simple with the help of Technology. Therefore, which results in large and massive data. If we can use this in a right way, we are able to remove flaws that are existing. To discover hidden information in the massive amount of data, Data Mining concept will be introduced. This project proposed to predict criminal’s forthcoming activities by processing criminal past behaviour from huge records. Existing System doesn’t have any automated technology that can helps Police Department in prediction of crimes. They need to search individual records manually over massive data. Existing system also doesn’t have the choice to identify potential criminals who are again planning to do same crime. This is the main problem with the Existing System. If we done this automatic, more time saving and easy. Using Apriori Algorithm in this system, we are overcoming all the drawbacks in previous system. Implementing Prediction technique with Rule Technique that will predict the Criminal’s future planning crimes and individual criminal likely to perform in the future. This will also help seeking justice for people who did crime accidentally. There is no full accuracy after implementing the project. This will depend on the Threshold values which are provided by the developer as per machine learning algorithms. We are concentrating on this system to provide more accurate (80%) results.

2. Existing Vs. Proposed System

Crime rate in India increasing rapidly. To reduce the crime rate in society and to speed up law system process, we are proposing a system to by finding Crime Patterns of concerned criminal. Challenged in Proposed system listed out below:

1. Structures used for storing massive Crime data.
2. Crime information/ data increasing size which have to be stored as well as analyzed.
3. Identifying and predicting techniques to analyse Large data.
4. Complicate analysis of Incomplete and inconsistent data.

2.1 Existing System

Accessing of any crime information done manually in the existing system. He/ she needs to dig up the files and search manually for a particular crime records.

1. Huge number of hard copies to be referred.
2. Time waste process since searching manually.
3. Lack of access of data anywhere.
4. Increasing crime rate, a big issue in India. Several systems proposed but lagging in identifying the area of crime.
5. It’s a large data, previous systems unable keep all data/ files in single memory.
6. Massive Data Maintenance and storage is difficult.
7. Searching & predicting relevant data is not possible from huge records.

2.2 Proposed System

1. We are bringing this application to predict future crimes that criminals planning to do in future.
2. Guessing can be done based on attributes such as Education, Criminal Records, Occupation of criminals, friends circles, background of his/ her family, etc.
3. Here, storing of criminal previous records done. Through Mining criminal previous records, calculate possibility of crime and crime prediction as likely to perform can be done.
3. Apriori Algorithm

Apriori algorithm, a best approach for the generation of recurring itemsets. In general, 2k-1 itemsets exclude the null sets which are generated for k items in a dataset. K generates large itemsets exponentially as the value of k is very large in the practical apps i.e., applications. Count support for the candidate itemset to find frequent itemsets. Best way for reducing number of candidate itemsets is implementation of Apriori Algorithm. It states that, “If an itemset is repeating; then its subsets must also be repeated”.

Example:
Consider a itemset {1,3,4} as frequent, so all of the subsets are also frequent.

4. Implementation of Apriori Algorithm

Table 5.Crime Transactions

Assume that, support threshold is 60% that is equivalent to the minimum support count which is equal to 3.

Table 6, 7, and 8, Number of candidate itemsets is as follows:

\[
6C1 + 4C2 + 1 = 6 + 6 + 1 = 13
\]

Frequent itemsets are: {{childAbuse}, {robbery}, {kidnapping}, {murder}, {childAbuse, robbery}, {childAbuse, robbery, murder}, {childAbuse, murder}, {robbery, murder}, {robbery, kidnaping}}

5. Rules Generation

Rule mining with help of support in association with Confidence is nothing but Rule Mining.

Consider the expression \( X \rightarrow Y \); Here X & Y are disjoint datasets, Support figures how often a rule is applicable to the dataset & Confidence determines how usually the items in Y arrive in the transactions which contain X.

\[
\text{Support, } S(X \rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{support}(X U Y)}{N}.
\]

Confidence, \( C(X \rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{support}(X U Y)}{\text{support}(X)} \)

Assuming Confidence threshold C0 to be 80%, following 8 association rules is found:

1. If ChildAbuse then robbery
2. If ChildAbuse then murder
3. If robbery then murder
4. If murder then robbery
5. If kidnapping then robbery
6. If childAbuse then {robbery, murder} – 1 & 2 combined generates this rule
7. If {childAbuse, murder} then robbery
8. If {robbery, childAbuse} then murder

So, let’s suppose if a query comes for criminal with id 3, our system will generate the output that the criminal may commit robbery in the near future.

6. Results
In the above graph, the X-Axis will be represented for the Crime Year where as Y-axis represents the Crime Rate for that Year. Results shown for Type = p/ i/ o/ b/ c/ s/ S/ h. Crime Rate represented from 2008 to 2016. With the help of Apriori Algorithm, the prediction of Crime Rate will be possible.

7. Some Other Areas

MEDICAL FIELD - This algorithm in the medical areas can be used to guess the particular patient disease through the evaluation of symptoms of patient. Therefore helps in predicting newly introduced symptoms, also the diseases which are prone to faced by others. With this, generation of interesting rules which will assume early diseases diagnosis.

BANKING SECTOR - Data Mining techniques & algorithms helps in the prediction of risk management and marketing as well as fraud of credit cards. Banks need more security since Fraud detection & prevention is difficult. Comparison of usual behavior patterns of customers with the statistical data of customers will detect the suspicious activity.

MARKETING RESEARCH - In marketing field, Association rules is powerful tool. Frequent itemsets generated using purchase patterns of customers. Rules generated bases on Itemsets with the help of Confidence. Early diagnosis done in marketing strategy with the arrangement of likely purchased products.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS - Here the Priori Algorithm deals with the Hazards of Environment. The technique helps to predict the Earthquakes, Tsunami, floods, etc. Disasters early prediction helps in saving properties as well as Lives. Prediction done based on Climatic conditions, textures of the terrains, etc., In this, present climatic conditions compared to the rules. So that, we can people to out of areas after the prediction of disasters.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES - This algorithm also helpful in the field of Education. Apriori Algorithm used to understand Student Performance by their knowledge and Percentages. Therefore, enhances student performance implies improvement in curriculum quality.

8. Conclusion & Future Scope

In addition to present scope (Crime Prediction of a particular criminal that he/ she likely to commit in future), we can also go for time estimation of crime that will happen in future. Also, try the Location Prediction of Crime. By testing accuracy of frequent itemsets & prediction depending on the various test sets. Therefore, system will learn changing patterns of crime through crime patterns examination automatically. Sometimes, crime factors changes over the time. Going through Crime data, you can also explore new factors which leads to crime. We are considering only limited number of factors so it may not be accurate. Consider more crime attributes to get better results. Using Apriori Algorithm, we implemented the technique to predict crimes and safeguard the people from criminals who came out on Bail.
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